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Every day in courtrooms around the globe, judges face a regular diet of difficult and emotional cases involving human misery and heart-wrenching circumstances that wear on a judge's psyche and tolerance. Despite the nature of the cases, judges are expected to remain stoically neutral and unemotional to render fair and unbiased decisions. However, it is unreasonable to expect a human being, who happens to be a judge, to be emotionally unmoved by the plight of a young mother who turns to shoplifting and prostitution to feed her children; or the young man, raised in foster homes, with little education, guidance or hope, who deals street drugs to survive. Judges cannot help but absorb the despair they hear and be affected by the suffering around them.

Research has established the detrimental impact on an individual's health, relationships, professional performance, and long-term quality of life from continued exposure to dramatic accounts of cruelty and harm in other professions. Judges should be aware, they are not immune, and are in fact at risk for developing secondary trauma. Large caseloads and the inherent isolation of life on the bench can also contribute to trauma. Training in the use of therapeutic and compassionate approaches will enable judges to craft healthier outcomes for those appearing before the court while cogently relieving judicial trauma.

THE IMPACT OF SECONDARY TRAUMA

Secondary traumatic stress is the phenomena of emotional duress that results from an individual hearing firsthand trauma experiences from another. Efforts to study this phenomenon have primarily focused on first responders, e.g., police, firefighters, social workers, and mental health providers. However, judges, while not “in the direct line of fire,” also suffer from the same debilitating effects because of persistent exposure to heartbreaking and traumatic cases. The traumatic response can be severe and associated with post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD).

Research in the legal field regarding secondary trauma has shown that lawyers in domestic violence and criminal courts suffer from secondary trauma at higher rates than mental health professionals. Several decades of studies provide numerous examples of psychiatric disorders and stress among law students and members of the legal profession, including public defenders, who met the criteria for secondary traumatic stress and functional impairment. Although studies examining the effects of judicial trauma are scant, one study examining the effects of judicial trauma found that 63% of 105 judges interviewed suffered from one or more symptoms of vicarious trauma related to work. The indicators may be external or internal and include intolerance of others, irritability, and anger. Internal indicators include a sense of isolation, eating and drinking issues, anxiety, and depression, as well as forgetfulness and an inability to separate private from professional life. The list of symptoms continues, but any of these effects can have an upsetting impact on the personal and professional life of a judge.

COMPASSION

Compassion is the awareness of suffering coupled with the desire to provide relief. It offers the means to confront diffi-
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cult emotions of others and to understand events from their perspective with an “attitude of curiosity and care.” The concept and exercise of compassion is grounded in all spiritual traditions, though it is not limited to religion. It is, according to the Dalai Lama, “beyond religion and necessary for life.” He expands, “Every human being has the same potential for compassion; the only question is whether we really take any care of that potential, and develop and implement it in our daily life.”

Despite the oft trying nature of judicial service, judges are in the enviable position of being able to affect positively the life conditions of those who come before them. Judicial compassion is a tool to accomplish that desired positive result and a way to understand another's suffering with the desire to relieve it, while experiencing positive emotions. Once put into practice, compassion can be a healing mechanism enabling judges to expand their perspective that allows connection and recognition of another's anguish to resolve more effectively conflicts before the court.

Compassion satisfaction in the work arena is defined as positive feelings from caregiving derived from the ability to help others. Research supports that helping behavior is associated with beneficial health outcomes to the helper, including reduced mortality. Importantly, connecting with others, or prosociality, may help in developing a buffer or resilience to stress.

Compassion is like salve on a wound.

THE DRUG COURT MODEL

Drug courts, a unique judicial approach to problem solving, demonstrate the positive impact of judicial compassion at work. These courts regularly employ compassion techniques to change positively the behavior of seriously addicted drug offenders by becoming drug-free and contributing members of society. Drug courts are therapeutic in focus and create an alliance between the courts, health systems, and offenders to achieve wellness. Drug courts achieve this result by identifying and addressing the underlying issues that prompted offender criminality, and ensuring that they receive appropriate treatment and support services needed for recovery.

Judicial involvement is considered one of the seminal factors to the success of the drug court and to the participant's recovery. The drug court judge learns the background, strengths, and challenges of each offender (commonly known as a participant) and develops a relationship of trust during frequent review hearings through the course of the program. The judge plays a critical role in therapeutically motivating and encouraging participant improvement and sobriety, and in removing barriers to achievement of goals while demanding behavioral accountability of each offender through intense supervision. Some techniques include behavior modification methods, incentives and therapeutic sanctions, enhanced per-
sonal supervision of offenders, creative resolutions, and procedural fairness to all parties.\textsuperscript{30}

The achievements of drug courts are well documented and success rates of the participants are substantially higher than the traditional defendant population.\textsuperscript{21} As a result of the drug court therapeutic approach, they remain sober for longer periods of time in comparison to non-drug-court offenders, obtain jobs, and become productive citizens. Remarkably, the judges and the court staff are also uplifted by aiding offender’s transform from deep despair to hope and renewal.\textsuperscript{32}

**DRUG COURT AND COMPASSION SATISFACTION**

Drug courts, and the judges who run them, find—on a macro-level—creative ways to improve the judicial and support systems when needed, e.g., efficient drug-testing protocols, effective inter-agency information sharing and management systems, and quicker, more efficient ways to identify target population/candidates. On a micro-level, judges discover methods to motivate individual participants and innovatively resolve their problems, e.g., attract outside agencies and support groups for resources, provide non-traditional support programming, and create wellness, nutritional education, job training, and transportation alternatives. This problem-solving approach empowers judges to find solutions to difficult personal and social issues instead of blindly practicing case-processing business as usual. It leads to solution-oriented, relational judging, instead of linear judicial administration. It is compassion at work.

Judicial job satisfaction and praise in the drug court assignment is high. Many have expressed informally that drug court has been the highlight of their judicial careers and has defined their judicial styles. A survey of drug court and unified family court judges reported that they were happier in their assignments than those in other more traditional assignments, such as family law and criminal courts.\textsuperscript{23} They expressed a sense of pride in their job and a brighter outlook.\textsuperscript{24} Drug court judges stated that their courts helped participants resolve problems and had a positive emotional impact.\textsuperscript{25} In turn, this helpful relationship contributed to the judge's and staff's sense of job satisfaction,\textsuperscript{26} instead of feeling raw from the bombardment of tragic accounts and suffering with little healing resolution.

The vast majority of drug courts only operate part-time or in addition to regular court dockets, leaving the judges to shoulder their share of other judicial assignments and court work where they are exposed to the daily delivery of tragic events and misery. The creative and consistent healing processes, common in drug court, are not typically part of the traditional courtroom. However, it is common for drug court judges to transport the valuable skills of compassion to their traditional assignments.

Compassion techniques need not be the exclusive property of drug courts.

**THE SCIENCE OF COMPASSION AND TRAINING**

Literature offers a compendium of various wellness and coping mechanisms practiced by judges to manage burnout and stress. These include proper sleep, nutrition, exercise, hobbies, and relaxation.\textsuperscript{27} Compassion, as of yet, is not included as one of the tools. Social sciences, humanities, and legal disciplines have not focused on the utilization of compassion in court as a means to diminish negative emotions and traumatic effects experienced. However, neuroscientific research provides compelling evidence to support the use of compassion as a viable strategy. Neuronal imaging has identified regions in the brain related to understanding the suffering of others\textsuperscript{28} where the effects of compassion training can be charted.

Compassion-training activates opioids related to feelings of warmth and calm and stimulates the neurotransmitter dopamine associated with pleasure and reward.\textsuperscript{29} Subjects who viewed videos of persons experiencing pain demonstrated increased neural activity related to positive emotions after receiving compassion training.\textsuperscript{30} Another study confirmed that those trained in compassion for only two weeks were more altruistic toward a victim of an unfair social interaction than the control group.\textsuperscript{31} Utilizing compassion may also reduce stress-related immune and behavioral responses,\textsuperscript{32} thereby aiding judges in developing a buffer to constant courtroom tensions. Importantly, researchers have charted measurable changes in neural responses and activations in brain functions reflecting increased abilities to help others while governing individual emotions, indicating that compassion is a trainable strategy.\textsuperscript{33} In other terms, compassion training strengthens resilience and improves positive emotions, even when exposed to the distress of others, without denying the suffering.\textsuperscript{34}
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Effective use of compassion in the court requires training, effort, and focus to harness the desire to help into a potent and impartial channel for administering justice, while avoiding patronizing or unwanted help. Judges can be educated as to how their emotions can be strategically directed. Compassion training, in particular, can enhance cognitive understanding of the perspectives of others and strengthen resilience to difficult experiences.

There are a variety of compassion and emotional well-being trainings available to judges, including mindfulness, loving-kindness, and compassion meditations.\(^{35}\) A key component shared by these trainings is the emphasis on mindfulness meditation, which instructs us to observe our feelings without self-criticism and focus upon identifying thoughts and behaviors that will be helpful in the moment.\(^{36}\) Loving-kindness meditation, and compassion training go beyond self and focus on extending feelings of kindness and caring to all human beings. Compassion training continues even further as it develops sympathy for the misfortunes of others and promotes behaviors to relieve their distress.\(^{37}\)

Compassion training can help judges focus on the humanity of the parties and remain solution focused when they struggle to find patience in contentious matters or seek the right words to explain a decision or ruling. It may be as simple as offering water to an agitated witness or offering a disabled or frail person to sit at counsel table. It is listening with intent, paying attention,\(^{38}\) being respectful, and ensuring that the parties have an opportunity to be heard.\(^{39}\) Compassion is also demonstrated when artfully questioning parents in a custody battle about their child’s interests to redirect their energy and help them resolve their differences more amicably. It is acknowledging the impact of a traumatic event on a party, when the decision is unfavorable to them.

Years of contemplation and study to cultivate meditation and compassion techniques are not required; just the willingness. Even brief trainings in these techniques of several weeks have produced positive results.\(^{40}\) In return, the rewards are substantial.

**GROWING FIELD OF STUDY AND NEXT STEPS**

Legal culture considers that judges be dispassionate arbiters.\(^{41}\) As a result, judges are often reticent to share their feelings or vulnerabilities, and remain stoic. Judges cannot help but absorb the despair they hear and be affected by the suffering around them. Professional counseling, debriefing, and other mental health support are not standard in the courthouse environment. Consequently, many judges do not perceive or ignore the impact that this judicial work has on their mental well-being and physical health. They neither seek nor receive needed help and, in many instances, are unaware that they are even at risk. It is incumbent on judicial administration to provide judges with education and training regarding potential hazards and consequences of secondary trauma, as well as strategies to counter its insidious effects.

The study of judicial secondary trauma is a growing field, and greater research and action is required to:

1) Define and measure the range of experiences that lead to judicial stress and trauma
2) Develop a regime of judicial education programs, trainings, workshops, and resources regarding stress and trauma and wellness responses
3) Institute supportive institutional environments, prevention measures, interventions, debriefing, coping strategies, and treatment programs in judicial workplaces
4) Provide mindfulness and other similar trainings and routine practice opportunities
5) Develop robust judicial compassion training curriculum education seminars
6) Study the effects of secondary trauma on judges and the impact of judicial compassion training to relieve its effects

**THE POWER OF COMPASSION**

Judges are the ultimate arbiters of conflicts and guardians of the judicial system upon which the citizenry depends for dispensing justice. The public deserves our best decisions, uncompromised by occupational hazards. It serves no benefit for judges to become ill, over time, as a result of the enervating matters before them. Judges can disregard their vulnerability engendered by workplace stress and the traumatic assault to their psyche or they can respond in positive, constructive and compassionate ways, which can significantly affect litigants and, importantly, themselves. The potential benefits of using compassion techniques with other therapeutic strategies far outweigh the comfort of the status quo.

Employing compassion can neither replace nor excuse
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application of the law, consideration of the facts, or due process. Compassion is not ruling based on instinct, nor is it judicial activism; rather, it is the mark of a more expansive approach to enrich judicial decision making and impartiality. A compassionate, integrative method in the appropriate cases and situations yields important benefits to the litigants by fostering confidence and satisfaction in the judicial process, and are equally helpful to the judge who seeks to decide cases fairly, while maintaining emotional well-being. These skills are trainable, and judicial administration should provide opportunities for judges to recognize the potential negative effects of constant exposure to their psyches and their health. Leadership must also help judges develop the ability to understand and connect with those before them. Secondary trauma is a real part of judicial life and can seriously affect the health of judges. It should not be ignored.

Compassion strategies counter hopelessness and provide alternatives to suffering for litigant and judge alike. The opportunities to integrate compassion are limitless and present at almost every stage of a case for judges who choose to solve and not just resolve.
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